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outline

 improvement: a fundamental task in management

 confusion and brand rhetoric

 how do process improvement methodologies work?

 how do they evolve?

 the “hero company”

 conclusions



lean & six sigma: some observations

 lean and six sigma have emerged as dominant process 
improvement methodologies, but many others exist

 approaches seem to “grow” over time, from tools, to 
bundles of practice, to management philosophy 

 many develop out of a high-volume manufacturing 
context, later transferred to other operations, such as 
services: private and public

 methodologies share many common roots
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lean & six sigma: some observations

 lean and six sigma have emerged as dominant process 
improvement methodologies, but many others exist

 approaches seem to “grow” over time, from tools, to 
bundles of practice, to management philosophy 

 many develop out of a high-volume manufacturing 
context, later transferred to other operations, such as 
services: private and public

 methodologies share many common roots

 they often claim to encompass each other but (so far?) 
we have not seen the “super approach” that merges all 
into one  



stepping back
what we know

 why these different approaches and terminology came about 
(e.g. Cusumano 1985, Fujimoto 1999, Holweg 2007)

 we know a lot about how the shop-floor tools of lean and six 
sigma work (e.g. Schonberger 1982, Hall 1983, Monden 1983, 
Shah and Ward, 2003)

 we have strong empirical evidence measuring their impact on 
performance (e.g. Womack et al. 1990, Holweg and Pil 2004, etc.)

what we do not know

 how do they evolve? 

 and why do they evolve in similar patterns?

 we see convergence, but will they eventually all merge into one 
“super concept”?



how do they actually work?



input-transformation-output model

a process is a sequence of events that takes up time, 
space, expertise or other resources in order to

produce on outcome in response to a customer need.
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what hurts productivity?
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only few basic mechanisms are at play here:
 a reduction in lead-times (batch sizes, process steps, inventory)

 a reduction of uncertainty/complexity the management system 
has to deal with

 an increase in the management system’s processing capacity



how do they evolve?



patterns of evolution
 mechanistic view of a process is the starting point
 strive for efficiency by reducing work to its elementary tasks so 

that it can be “mechanised” and controlled
 tools have been developed to deal with a specific problem, in a 

specific context,  under the assumption of a static environment 

 organismic or learning structures develop
 rigid mechanistic structures are not capable of learning
 slowly evolve to include continuous learning and adaptation 
 socio-technical aspects are incorporated: motivation, 

responsibilities and rewards



patterns of evolution II
 transfer to other contexts requires adaptation
 success is noted outside the original setting, observable tools are 

transferred
 initial  adaptations will provide small gains only because tools are 

not adaptable
 full gains  are realised when combining mechanistic and 

organismic structures

 expansion to  management philosophy provides 
“umbrella”
 “original” tools often no longer applicable (e.g. kanban in health 

care)
 tools are often used interchangeably across methodologies
 conceptual umbrella allows for integration of such tools 



the role of the “hero” company



the role of the “hero” company

 both lean and six sigma are associated with aspirational
case firms (while the “theory of constraints” is not)

 “hero” companies absolve management from 
responsibility:

“It worked for Toyota, why should it not work for us?”

 operations and management accounting have a strained 
relationship (see Johnson and Kaplan 1987)

 improvement approaches are essentially heuristics

 standard “recipe” simplifies  implementation, the case 
company provides justification



conclusions



conclusions

 lean and six sigma employ two basic 
mechanisms:
 reduce the NEED for processing by either reducing 

either time and/or uncertainty
 increase the processing CAPACITY of the 

management system

 Lean and Six Sigma are heuristics
 absolve management from responsibility
 structured, prescriptive routines simplify 

implementation



conclusions II
 a common pattern of evolution
 from mechanistic/tool level (“how do I improve a 

process?”)
 to expansion in scope to increase fit to new contexts 

(“how do I make it work for me?”), and
 finally to abstraction to management philosophy as 

final step (“How do I think about value creation?”)

 over time they tend to converge…
..with tools being used interchangeably…
…yet underlying philosophical difference prevents 

merger into a “super-philosophy”



implications
 tendency to accept these practices at face value, with little 

emphasis on identifying the underlying patterns

 commercial interests to “mystify” concepts

 both practice and education will benefit from an additional 
level of abstraction that goes beyond the TLA’s

 aim to reduce the high number of implementation failures

 there will always be a “next big idea”!

 common patterns:
 use 95% tried-and-tested tools
 add one new idea/concept that provides the “buzz”
 devise simple steps to follow
 find aspirational “hero” company



questions…?
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